C4I Domain Task Force

• **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  – Command and Control Interface for Navigation (C2INav) RFP final cleanup and release
  – Data Tagging and Labeling (DTL) RFP Draft…Not much outside feedback, still looking for non-DoD help for Healthcare, Business, …
  – Initial discussions on General Sensor OA RFP
  – Status update on Tactical Situation Display Data Exchange (TEX)

• **Votes from this Meeting:**
  – Vote to release C4I -2017-12-05_Navigation (C2INav) RFP
  – Vote to extend time on delivery of TACSIT Data Exchange RFP Responses till March 2017 Technical Meeting.
• **Deliverables from this Meeting**
  – Navigation (C2INav) RFP (C4I/2017-12-04)

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – RFP for Data Tagging and Labeling (DTL) (2018) -- We are calling on all members of OMG to help with this broad effort for a key point of definition...Business, Healthcare, Others.
  – RFP responses for Command and Control Vehicle Navigation Interface to Applications (Dec 2018)
  – Tactical Situation Display Data Exchange RFP Response (2018)
  – FACE™ Profile for UAF
  – Open Architecture General Sensor RFP (Follow-on to OARIS effort)
  – UAF Profile for System Readiness Level and Technology Readiness Level
• Liaisons
  – FACE™ effort within The Open Group and with UAF

• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  – DRAFT RFP Data Labeling/Tagging
  – Reception of Tactical Situation Display Data Exchange RFP Response
  – DRAFT RFP for FACE™ Profile for UAF
  – DRAFT RFP for Technology Readiness Level Markings for UAF
  – DRAFT RFP Open Architecture General Sensor Interface (Follow-on to OARIS effort)